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Newly Appointed Distinguished Lecturers

Congratulations to

Marco Dalai
Amos Lapidoth
Vincent Tan
Sennur Ulukus
Aaron Wagner

The new DLs have agreed to give at least one lecture in the two year period.
Remaining Distinguished Lecturers

2018 Members

Lecturer (01/01/17 until 12/31/18)  
Tara Javidi  
Electrical and Computer Engineering  
University of California, San Diego  
9500 Gilman Dr. MC0407  
La Jolla, CA 92093-0407  
Tel: +1 858 822 4924  
tara@ece.ucsd.edu

Lecturer (01/01/17 until 12/31/18)  
Navin Kashyap  
Department of Electrical Communication Enr  
Indian Institute of Science  
Bangalore, INDIA  
Phone: +91 80 2293-3385  
nkashyap@ece.iisc.ernet.in

Lecturer (01/01/17 until 12/31/18)  
Chandra Nair  
Department of Information Engineering  
The Chinese University of Hong Kong  
Sha Tin, N.T., Hong Kong  
Ph: +852-3943-8467 (off)  
chandra@ie.cuhk.edu.hk

Lecturer (01/01/17 until 12/31/18)  
Osvaldo Simeone  
Centre for Telecommunications Research  
Department of Informatics  
King's College London  
Strand  
London, WC2R 2LS  
England, UK  
Ph: +44 020 7848 1341  
E-mail: osvaldo.simeone@kcl.ac.uk  
osvaldo.simeone@kcl.ac.uk

Lecturer (01/01/17 until 12/31/18)  
Ram Zamir  
Department of Electrical Engineering-Systems  
Tel Aviv University  
Ramat Aviv 69978 ISRAEL  
Phone: 972-3-6406273  
Fax: 972-3-6407095  
zamir@eng.tau.ac.il